
The simple answer is that

Wyatt multi-angle

light scattering

detectors

are up to

25 times

more 

precise

than the

competition.

In fact, using a Wyatt

DAWN® instrument is the

only way to directly measure molecular weights and sizes

without column calibration or

reference standards.

But that’s just part of the

story. Wyatt also offers the

widest range of instruments,

providing equally superior

measurements for all sample

types, from polymers and

proteins to carbohydrates and particles. And because

we provide the only multi-angle modular 

solution, you can choose only the detectors

you need. You can read all about it in more

than 1000 peer-reviewed articles that cite

Wyatt instruments.

Maybe that’s why 28 of the top 30 

chemical, pharmaceutical and biotechnology

companies choose Wyatt instruments. Or why

all major federal regulatory agencies and

national laboratories use Wyatt.

Since 1968, when Wyatt first commercial-

ized laser light scattering, our instruments

have helped thousands

of scientists, from Nobel

laureates to members of

the National Academy of

Sciences to

researchers in over

50 countries world-

wide. One corporate

scientist recently

wrote us to say 

“I am grateful beyond description

for your state-of-the-art technology.”

While we appreciate his 

comment, we’re just as enthusiastic about our service,

support and training. Our three-day,

all-expenses-paid Light Scattering

University® course in Santa Barbara,

California is designed to give you

the greatest proficiency with our

instruments in the least amount of

time (U.S. customers only).

We also provide ongoing

access to our ten PhD scientists with broad expertise in 

liquid chromatography, polymer chemistry, protein science,

biochemistry and light scattering.

So no matter what challenge

you face, our staff 

will help you find 

the solution.

For more

information on

our full range of 

instruments, worldwide

dealer network, applications, and a 

bibliography of light scattering papers,

please call 805-681-9009 or visit us at

wyatt.com. And see for yourself why

more scientists rely on Wyatt instruments.

CORPORATION

Wyatt instruments
are cited in 80
times as many
peer-reviewed 
articles.

Learn your 
instrument at our
all-expenses-paid
Light Scattering
University® in 
Santa Barbara.
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MARKET SHARE

Only Wyatt designs and
manufactures all of its
hardware and software.

Scientists choose Wyatt
instruments ten to one 
over the competition.

Wyatt

Why more scientists
rely on Wyatt instruments to

measure macromolecules.

Wyatt 
instruments are 
up to 25 times more precise.

Other

Our staff, including ten PhD 
scientists, provides unmatched
service, support and training.


